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ivory ii-grand pianos feature the new ivory ii piano dsp engine, which
offers a highly flexible polyphonic synthesizer with nearly unlimited

new expressive and creative capabilities. the new ivory ii piano
engine features a new harmonic resonance modeling (hrm) algorithm
that delivers the best possible piano performance by reproducing the
true harmonic structure of the strings at the same time. ivory ii-grand
pianos can also be run as a standard polyphonic synthesizer, a new

dynamics parameter set, a new dynamics control for the ivory ii piano
engine, and a variety of new dynamics controls for sound design.

ivory ii-grand pianos offer a wealth of new control and programming
features to get the most out of your ivory ii-grand pianos. the ivory ii
piano engine now includes the key-noise parameter, which is applied

to the keys as well as the sustain pedal. this allows the piano to sound
more natural when used as a solo instrument, and the sustain pedal
to sound more natural when a sound is played in tandem with the
ivory ii-grand piano. ivory ii-grand pianos have also been updated

with a new, more user friendly workflow. the new workflow allows for
quick and easy setup of the ivory ii-grand pianos, while the addition of
the lid position parameter makes it possible to quickly switch between
playing and recording. ivory ii-grand pianos are fully functional, midi
and usb compatible, and feature all the same award-winning features
that have made the ivory ii-grand piano one of the most popular and

highest rated virtual instruments. ivory ii-grand pianos are not
compatible with windows 7.
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ivory ii takes its cue from its acclaimed predecessor in providing a
flexible playing experience. you can control pitch bend and
portamento via a dedicated portamento control, with three

automated modes and two target ranges (0-100 and 0-127). you can
also alter the timbre of ivory ii's samples using a dedicated eq

section. however, this can be switched off if you want to use your own
settings or tweak them further. ivory ii is a full dsp-based virtual

instrument. its not as deep as you might think, though, as you dont
need to go to the bottom of the program pages to find out how it all
works. the process of playing back ivory ii is quite straightforward.
you have a sequencer of sorts, with several channels to select a

patch, key and portamento. once this is selected, the patches and
channels are updated, and you can use the key and portamento

controls to change the playback. you also have a standard reverb
control. if you want to change the reverb settings, you can do this
directly via the dsp (though there is no 'dry' reverb control, only

a'reverb' control). ivory ii provides a hefty arsenal of piano samples,
all of which are played back at the most realistic level you could wish
for. the default sampling rate is 44100hz, but the instrument can be
configured to use a variety of other sample rates. moreover, it offers

two samplers. you can record your own midi notes, or you can use the
sound engine's built-in sampling and conversion process. you can set
these to 'default' or 'custom'. ivory ii also has a keyboard that gives
full access to the piano sound engine. you can adjust the velocity
curve for each key, and there are several velocity layers, preset

mappings and a note following system to help you get the most out of
the instrument. also included is an arpeggiator, which is a popular
feature on many virtual pianos, with preset mappings and several

modulation sources. it doesnt do much more than provide a repeating
octave sequence, but it can be used in various ways. 5ec8ef588b
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